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Although the Toyota RAV4 isn't a standout in any one area, its combination of features,
passenger space and everyday utility warrant a closer look if you're shopping for a small
crossover. With their up-for-anything personality, easy-to-park size and sensible appetite for
fuel, compact crossovers are some of the most popular vehicles on the road. Versatility is their
greatest asset, as you can easily fill them with car seats, groceries, sports equipment or the
latest spoils from an antiquing trip and be on your merry way. Thanks to increasingly more
competent rivals, the Toyota RAV4 isn't quite the no-brainer pick anymore. Still, you'll likely find
that it checks off most of the boxes on your "must-have" list. The "compact" classification is
almost unjust, given the Toyota RAV4's roomy passenger and cargo compartments. The latter is
especially noteworthy not only for its capacity which at Whether you're loading it up with a
couple of dogs or a couple of bags of heavy top soil, you'll appreciate the cargo bay's low load
floor and, on upper trims, the availability of an adjustable-height power liftgate. A pleasant
demeanor on the road makes the RAV4 especially likable. In particular, good outward visibility,
a composed attitude around corners and a smooth, quiet ride are character traits anybody can
appreciate. But unlike most competitors, this Toyota offers just one engine choice. There's no
engine upgrade if you'd like more oomph than the average performance. Also, the RAV4's fuel
economy numbers are good, but not class-leading. Given the quality of the competition in the
small crossover class, it's worth checking out a few alternatives. When it comes to all-around
versatility, the Honda CR-V dominates the class thanks to its roomy cabin, abundance of
storage compartments, strong fuel economy and quiet, comfortable ride. Those who truly enjoy
driving should consider the engaging and athletic Mazda CX-5 , though its interior isn't quite as
functional as the others. There's also the well-regarded Ford Escape , which boasts a choice of
three engines and a well-trimmed cabin. Finally, if you plan on taking any off-road excursions,
the Jeep Cherokee is tops in that area, and it's also one of the few models available with a V6
engine. All things considered, the Toyota RAV4 is not overwhelmingly strong in any one area,
but it shines as a solid, well-rounded entry in a very competitive segment. As such, the RAV4
should easily meet the needs of most shoppers. The XLE adds inch alloy wheels, foglights,
heated side mirrors with integrated turn signals, roof rails, a sunroof, dual-zone automatic
climate control, sportier front seats, a cargo cover and extendable sun visors. Options for the
XLE include a height-adjustable power liftgate, a navigation system and Toyota's Entune
smartphone app integration. The top-level Limited comes with all of the above plus inch alloy
wheels, keyless entry and ignition, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, a leather-wrapped steering
wheel and shifter, an eight-way power-adjustable driver seat with memory settings, heated front
seats and premium synthetic leather upholstery. Options on the Limited include a navigation
system bundled with a premium speaker JBL audio system. The Technology package adds a
blind-spot monitoring system with rear cross-traffic alerts, a lane-departure warning system and
automatic high-beam control for the headlights. There's also the Blizzard Pearl Premium
Package, which features Blizzard Pearl paint along with inch machine-finished wheels with
black accents. The Toyota RAV4 is powered by a 2. A six-speed automatic transmission is
standard, and all versions of the RAV4 are available with either front-wheel drive or all-wheel
drive. Standard safety equipment on every Toyota RAV4 includes antilock disc brakes, a
rearview camera, stability control, traction control, whiplash-reducing front head restraints,
front-seat side airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. A driver knee airbag is also
standard. A rearview camera is standard across the board, while the optional Technology
package on the Limited provides blind-spot monitoring, rear cross-traffic alerts and lane
departure warnings. In Edmunds brake testing, the RAV4 stopped from 60 mph in feet, which is
about 5 feet longer than average. In government crash tests , the Toyota RAV4 received four out
of five stars for overall protection, with four stars awarded for frontal protection and five stars
for side-impact protection. In Insurance Institute for Highway Safety crash tests, the RAV4
earned a top score of "Good" for its protection of occupants in the moderate-overlap and
small-overlap frontal-offset impact tests. It also earned a "Good" score for the side-impact, roof
strength and seats and head restraints tests. Most small crossover shoppers will find this
Toyota's 2. The six-speed automatic transmission shifts smoothly, but if you tend to drive
assertively, you'll find it slow to downshift in passing situations. Additionally, when climbing
steady mountain grades, we've noticed that the transmission has a tendency to hunt between
gears rather than picking one gear and sticking with it. Both of these characteristics are likely a
consequence of the powertrain being tuned for maximum gas mileage. The Toyota RAV4
handles well and feels refined and comfortable when cruising down the highway. A potential
exception is the Limited model, which can get a little jittery on rough pavement due to its big
inch wheels. In spite of that, the cabin remains very quiet, making Toyota's crossover a good
option for families with young children who tend to sleep in the car. Overall, the RAV4 is similar
in personality to Honda's CR-V, and more demanding drivers might find it less enjoyable to

drive than sportier crossovers like the CX-5 and Escape, which have more responsive steering
and sharper acceleration. If comfort is your overriding priority, though, the Toyota should do
right by you. Additionally, if you ever need to venture off the beaten path, the RAV4's available
AWD system quickly applies power where it's needed for optimum traction, giving it a decent
amount of off-road ability. The Toyota RAV4 features an interior design with pronounced angles
and lines that form a streamlined and modern-looking dash. Overall, though, the RAV's design
and materials are average for the compact crossover class, and a few of the audio and climate
controls feel slightly flimsy. The cupholder count is adequate, but there aren't as many useful
storage cubbies as you'll find in the CR-V. Although all of the RAV4's audio systems have
Toyota's Entune branding, only XLE and Limited models with the navigation system include the
Entune suite of smartphone-connected services, among these the Bing search engine, Pandora
streaming radio and traffic, sports and stock information. There's quite a bit of functionality
here, but getting started with Entune can be a hassle: You have to install an app on your phone
and register for an account, plus you always need an active data connection to use its features.
The touchscreen interface has straightforward menus, but it's sometimes unresponsive to user
touch curiously, we've found the more basic touchscreen in the LE better in this regard. On the
upside, all the conventional controls in the RAV4 are easy to use. Rear seat passenger comfort
is hampered slightly by a low-mounted backseat, but space is nevertheless abundant enough
even for taller adults. We also like how the seat provides a large amount of recline adjustment.
The cargo bay measures That's one of the largest capacities in the class. There's also a payoff
for that low-mounted rear seat: a very flat load floor and low load-in height, both of which help
minimize the strain of loading heavy items or even a couple of large dogs. The power-operated
and height-adjustable liftgate is especially convenient. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the RAV4. View Photos. Write a review See all 15 reviews. We do a lot of
long distance highway driving and find it very comfortable. Overall it is a step improvement over
the previous model and we are happy with it, though it is no luxury vehicle. Of the other SUV's
we considered, it was the best manufacturer's lease deal. We've been leasing to wait for better
SUV fuel economy breakthroughs. Now that a RAV4 Hybrid is available, that is our top purchase
candidate. The much more expensive Outback was the best riding, best MPG, most luxurious ,
and much quieter, but we preferred the upright seating and compacter wheelbase of a true SUV.
Of the 3 true SUVs the Toyota was the quietest both Honda and Subaru still have unacceptable
highway wind noise after all these years and smoothest handling at highway speeds. Like its
predecessor, our RAV4 was flawlessly constructed. The engine purrs and acceleration is very
smooth. Handling is good considering the higher center of gravity and weight of an SUV
Forrester wins in this category with it's boxer engine. In strong wind at highway speed handling
is jittery due to the high profile and short wheelbase- a lot of micro steering adjustments may be
required. Mileage is decent, but not exceptional, and little better than the previous model
despite the addition of an extra gear. Overall I have averaged I have no problem with the
electronic displays and controls. Find them useful, easy to read, and intuitive. Backup camera
with guidelines is a great feature. Basic stereo sound is nothing special; works well with USB or
music player, easy to set up blue tooth connections. It pisses me off that Toyota doesn't include
a driver lumbar support in anything but the XLE model. Some other areas where you now get
less than in the previous model: no overhead sun glass holder, only one in-dash storage box
and a useless shelf above it, less console storage, glove box does not lock, no cross bars but a
cheap after market purchase if you need it, and at least you get roof rails on the basic models
unlike the CRV , no back seat fold down lever in the storage area, no VARIABLE control for
intermittent wiper, no full size spare, plastic wheel covers instead of finished steel wheels. The
extra charge floor mats are very cheap, better to get something after market. Some pluses
versus , ours included a rear storage cover, backup camera, the rear seat headrests can be
easily folded down to improve rear view visibility, in car spare storage and upswing rear door
makes rear access much easier, better MPG feedback tools, quieter ride. Rear visibility is
excellent much better than CRV. However, the forward descending body side lines throw you off
when trying to align the car in a parking space. Cannot see speedometer when driver seat
position is elevated. Read more. Read less. I have been driving my Rav 4 for almost a year now
and so far reliability has been great, it's what I would expect from Toyota. I must say I am quite
dissapointed with the Rav 4's rough ride and engine noise in city-suburban driving but highway
driving is a lot smoother and quieter. I am getting around mpg in suburban driving, and around
25mpg on the so-called real life highway driving with most of the time just me and my wife in the
vehicle. Overall I am pretty satisfied with my purchase of the Rav 4 but I must say I cannot get
used to the Rav 4's rough ride in suburban driving. I like all the new features in the Limited, eg.
No complaints! I went back to see Candace, my sales person, once and was happy to see she
was still selling Toyota's. Thank you, Toyota, for building another very sturdy SUV! Rachel from

Orange, TX. I took my beloved RAV in for its , mile maintenance. I first noticed unfortunate
design changes while attempting to get in the car. The seat was higher. The roof lower, and the
steering wheel moved less. Anyone over 6 feet tall will not be comfortable getting in and out of
the drivers seat of the '15 Rav 4. That's a shame because the ample headroom and easy entry
was one of the reasons I bought the '06 Rav 4. Visibility from the drivers seat , which wasn't
ideal in my Rav4, was even further from ideal in the ' The ribbon windows in my '06 model have
become mere slits in the ' No backup camera is a risky thing in the Rav 4; I had one installed
after reportedly backing into objects hidden from view. The '15 has even less view of what is
behind it. Clearly, tiny fashionistas with an obsession with squinty windows and headlights
have taken control of design and the car suffers from it. The only improvement I detected was a
decrease in road noise. Write a review. No engine upgrade option usefulness of available
Entune smartphone features is diminished by cumbersome setup process. Vehicle overview.
For , the Toyota RAV4 is essentially unchanged save for a couple of new options and features.
Specifically, there is a new Blizzard Pearl appearance package for the Limited, while the XLE
picks up new wheels and the option of a power liftgate. Toyota has also revised the RAV4's
frontal structure this year to improve the vehicle's score in the Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety small-overlap frontal-offset crash test. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

